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The scenario of dumping of babies in Malaysia is alarming and increasing
day by day. The babies were dumped everywhere, in the dustbin, on the
street, in the toilet, in the bushes etc. In many occasion they were found dead
and restless even though in several cases they are found alive. This research
examines baby dumping scenario in Malaysia and its position under Islamic
and civil law. Examination includes analysis on whether baby dumping
constitutes infanticide or murder under both laws. The practice of killing
babies during the period before Islam (jahiliyyah period) especially in Arabian
Peninsular will also be highlighted in particular to provide an overview and
comparison as to the classical practice of abandoning children and infanticide
with the modern practice. Finally, analysis will also be done on adequacy of
the law in providing for punishment of abandoning babies in both cases
where the babies were found dead and alive.

 Baby dumping, abandonment, murder, Islamic law, the law in
Malaysia

Baby dumping refers to the act of abandoning babies everywhere. In
Malaysian context, ‘baby dumping’ is a term commonly used by
reporters to refer to cases of abandoned babies. The word ‘abandon’
according to Oxford Online Dictionary means to leave somebody,
especially somebody you are responsible for, with no intention of



returning.1 In Malaysia, this act is alarming. Cases in multimedia
especially news paper reveal the worst act of dumping babies in many
places like toilet, dustbin, bushes, gutters, on the street, etc.2 As a
result of the act of dumping some babies were found alive and some
were found dead.3

The Federal CID director Datuk Seri Mohd Bakri Zinin reported
that from 2005 to January 2011, a total of 517 baby dumping cases
were registered in the country. He said 203 of the cases involved
boys, 164 girls while the gender of the other 150 babies could not be
ascertained. “For cases in which the gender cannot be identified, post-
mortems could not be carried out because the bodies were too badly
decomposed,” he told reporters at the Federal police headquarters.
Of the total, 230 were found alive while 287 were dead.4

The Police further contended that a majority of baby-dumping
cases involve Malays which observers say is the result of the stigma
of illegitimate children and the community being ill-equipped to
deal with unwanted pregnancies.5 Often, due to fear of arrest and
attempt to conceal their identity, people that indulge in such
inhumane act of baby dumping discard the babies in any place they
feel is safe for them without being mindful of the consequence of
such action on the innocent baby.6 While there is no actual racial
breakdown available because it is often difficult to determine
the race of the babies, police say anecdotal evidence and
prosecutions show the majority involve Malays. Police say 13 out of
65 cases involving the dumping of newborns have resulted in
prosecutions. All of the accused were Malays. A total of 67 cases
were recorded in 2005, 83 cases in 2006, 76 in 2007, 102 in 2008,
79 in 20097 and 65 in 2010.8 Actually, it is difficult to estimate the
true extend of baby dumping in Malaysia, as such cases may go
unreported.

Islamic law promotes protection of life to all human kinds including
children. It prohibits any form of corruption and any kind of act
that may endanger life. It also promotes saving life of a person. This
is clearly mentioned in the Quran to the effect;

“Who kills a person for other than manslaughter or corruption in the land,
it shall be as if he had killed all mankind, and who ever saves the life of
one person, it shall be as if he had saved the life of all mankind”.9

As Islam places life as one of the important elements to be protected,
it becomes one of the objectives of the Shari’ah to protect life of a
person. On this basis, Islam prohibits killing a person without any
legal reason or right and enjoins retaliation (qisas) for one punishment
for murder. The Quran states to the effect;

“Do not kill the life which Allah has forbidden unless with right (in the
course of justice).”10

“O ye who believe! The law of retaliation is prescribed for you in cases of
murder. The free for free, the slave for slave, the woman for woman. But if
any remission is made by the brother of the victim, then grant any reasonable
demand and compensate him with handsome gratitude. This is a concession
and mercy from your Lord…”11

In case of a baby, basically Islamic law urges the Muslims to always
to be merciful and loving to small infants and children. This is clearly
mentioned in the words of the Prophet (pbuh);

“It is not from our people, those who do not have mercy upon our small
(children) and know the rights of our elder people”.12

“Those who do not have mercy upon a human being, Allah will not have
mercy upon him”.13

Based on the above discussion, it is clear and undeniable that the act
of dumping babies fall under the categories of corruption in land
and causing harm to the babies. Yet it is cruel and immoral and against
love, affection and mercy as enjoined in Islam. The issue arises as to
whether dumping of babies is categorized as murder in Islamic
criminal law. To respond to this, the nature of dumping babies should
be analysed and divided into two; namely, the case of dumping where
as a result baby was found alive and the case of dumping where as a
result the baby was found dead.

Islam teaches the Muslims to do good and prohibits evil as the Quran
states to the effect;



“Let there arise out of you a band of people inviting to all that is good,
enjoining what is right and forbidding what is wrong: They are the ones
to attain felicity.”14

“Ye are the best of peoples, evolves for mankind, enjoining what is right,
forbidding what is wrong and believing in Allah…”15

The above verses enjoin Muslims to do good and to avoid any kinds
of evil. According to Little Oxford Dictionary, the word evil denotes
harmful or wicked or sin. In Islam, any kind of evil act is considered
a sin and any kind of sin is punishable during the day of judgement.
The Quran states to the effect;

“Whoever works evil, will be requited accordingly”16

“And anyone who has done an atom’s weight of evil, shall see it.”17

The act of dumping baby by nature is causing harm to a baby. The
above verses indicate that such an act falls under the category of sinful
act and deserves punishment in the day of judgement. By looking at
the nature of baby dumping in Malaysian perspectives, one may
simply conclude that it is a crime against the innocent baby.

Basically, Offences under Islamic Criminal law is divided into three
namely offences that fall under the category of hudud, offences that
fall under category of qisas and offences that fall under category of
ta’azir. In the event when the abandoned baby was found alive without
any injury, it does not fall under either hudud or qisas but seems to
be taazir.

The word ta’zir is derived from the root word ‘azara means to
censure; reprove, blame, rebuke and upbraid. In Shari’ah, it denotes
a punishment which aims to prevent the criminal from committing
further crimes.18 Ta’zir as defined by Ibnu Farhun as an unstipulated
punishment enforced as a right of Allah or of a human being, for
offences for which one cannot impose hadd, Qisas, and Kaffarat.19

He further explained that the aim of Ta’zir punishment as a
disciplinary, reformative and deterrence punishment20 and to prevent
the criminal from committing further crimes.21 Ta’zir is primarily
held to be a punishment for murder when the sentence of Qisas is

either commuted to diyah by pardon from wali, or it is dropped
because of other justifying factors. In other words, Ta’zir is a corrective
measure for offences which no hudud had been laid down in the
Shariah. Ta’zir is imposed for the offence where its punishment is
not prescribed by the Shariah.22 Among examples of Ta’zir offences
are breaches of oath, breach of trust, consumption of things forbidden
by Shariah, giving false evidence, charging interest and baseless
assumptions.23 The modes of Ta’zir punishments ranged from
exhortation, warning, beating, imprisonment and killing.

Therefore, as regards to dumping of babies, it seems to fall under
the offences of ta’azir. In this case, it depends on the head of Islamic
State on the way to impose punishment as to provide justice to its
people and to protect and safeguard the children’s interest.

In Malaysia, the punishment for baby dumping in general is
imposed by the Child Act 2001 where it provides that ;

“Any person who, being a person having the care of a child abuses, neglects,
abandons or exposes the child in a manner likely to cause him physical or
emotional injury or causes or permits him to be so abused, neglected,
abandoned or exposed; commits an offence and shall on conviction be liable
to a fine not exceeding twenty thousand ringgit or to imprisonment for a
term not exceeding ten years or both.”24

The act of abandonment is also regarded as a criminal offence
punishable under the Penal Code where it provides that:

“Whoever, being the father or mother of a child under the age of twelve
years, or having the care of such child in any place with the intention of
wholly abandoning such child, shall be punishable with imprisonment for
a term up to seven years, or with a fine, or with both”.25

When abandoned baby is found dead, abandonment can be classified
as “infanticide”, i.e. causing death to a child. According to Oxford
Online Dictionary, infanticide is the crime of a mother killing her
child within a year of birth.26

Infanticide was the practice by some Arabs during the period of
jahiliyyah (Pre-Islamic era). They regarded daughters as no more than
a necessary evil. The barbaric custom of burying female infants alive



seems to have been fairly widespread in pre-Islamic Arabia, although
not to the extent as has been commonly assumed. After the coming
of Islam, this practices was decreased except among Bani Tamim Tribe
as this practice was widespread and famous among their people just
before the coming of Islam.27 According to Jawad Ali, it was narrated
that poor people during those periods will bury their daughters alive
because they afraid that they will become more poor, or they afraid
their daughters will be captured and enslaved. And this will cause
shame and humiliation to all her family, relatives as well as the whole
tribe as slavery is something that is humiliating and shameful to the
Arab society during that period.28

The practice has been mentioned by Allah in the Qur’an:

“And they assign daughters to Allah! Glorified (and Exalted) is He (above
all that they associate with Him!). And for themselves (they assign) what
they desire. And when the news of (the birth of ) a female (child) is brought
to any of them, his face becomes dark, and he is filled with inner grief! He
hides himself from the people because of the evil of what he has been
informed. Shall he keep her with dishonour or bury her in the earth,
certainly, evil is their decision.” [16: 57-59]

Al-Qurtubi while commenting on the above verses state several factors
that lead to the practice of killing baby girl during pre-Islamic
(jahiliyyah) period. He states that the presumption that daughters
were to be together with the other Allah’s daughters29 as well as the
fear to become poor and humiliation that their girls will be captured
and enslaved by a hostile tribe are among the factors lead to the
practice of killing their infant daughters alife. Because of this also,
they prefer sons than daughters.30 Al-Darimi rah. ‘a. reported in his
Musnad the story of a companion who related to the Prophet s.a.w.
the story of how he committed female infanticide during the days of
ignorance. When the child was still small, cute lovable, he took her
one day to an old well nearby. When the child pepped into the well,
he lifted her legs and threw her inside and left the well hearing the
child’s voice crying “Father Father”! Hearing the story, tears flowed
from the Prophet s.a.w.31

In Islam, right to life including to a baby or fetus is sacred and
inviolable. Killing human without valid reasons is prohibited.32 The

coming of Islam banned all barbaric Arab practices of killing infant.
It is mentioned in Al-Quran:

“Come, I will recite what your Lord has prohibited to you. [He commands]
that you not associate anything with Him, and to parents, good treatment,
and do not kill your children out of poverty; We will provide for you and
them. And do not approach immoralities - what is apparent of them and
what is concealed. And do not kill the soul which Allah has forbidden [to
be killed] except by [legal] right. This has He instructed you that you may
use reason.” [6:151]

“But whoever kills a believer intentionally - his recompense is Hell, wherein
he will abide eternally, and Allah has become angry with him and has
cursed him and has prepared for him a great punishment.” [4:93]

“Because of that, We decreed upon the Children of Israel that whoever kills
a soul unless for a soul or for corruption [done] in the land - it is as if he
had slain mankind entirely. And whoever saves one - it is as if he had
saved mankind entirely. And our messengers had certainly come to them
with clear proofs. Then indeed many of them, [even] after that, throughout
the land, were transgressors.” [5:32]

The above verses describe among others that Islam respect all life
including of children or infants. They do not only deserve
protection of their life but also love and affection as well as a special
place in the society. Therefore, to abandon a baby and result to his
death from such abandonment can be basically classified as
infanticide or murder and deserve punishment in Is lam.
Nevertheless, many other factors should be analysed in order to
prosecute the offender such as classification of such act of murder
i.e. whether it is intentional, quasi intentional or murder by mistake
or an indirect murder, ways the baby dies e.g. because of left without
food, in coldness etc33and the place of dumping that seems to imply
his intention.34

As regards Malaysian law, in the case where a child dies as a
result of abandonment, the law allows a charge for culpable homicide
or murder against the offender.35 Although the Malaysian Penal Code
provides a lighter punishment compared to the Child Act 2001, it
enhances the fact that abandonment is a crime and is punishable
under criminal law.



Before August 2010, cases of baby dumping if found “dead” were
mainly investigated under:

I. Section 318 of the Penal Code (concealment of birth by secret
disposal of body), or,

II. Section 309 of the Penal Code (infanticide).

Section 318 of Penal Code provides “whoever by secretly burying
or otherwise disposing of the dead body of a child, whether such
child dies before or after or during its birth, intentionally conceals
or endeavours to conceal the birth of such child shall be punished
with imprisonment for a term which may extend to two years or
with fine or with both.”36

Section 309A of the Penal Code provides “where any woman by
any willful act or omission causes the death of her newly born child,
but at the time of the act or omission she had not fully recovered
from the effect of giving birth to such child, and by reason thereof
she has a disturbed balance of mind, she shall, notwithstanding that
the circumstances were such that but for this section the offence would
have amounted to murder, be guilty of the offence of infanticide.”

Under section 309B of the Penal Code “whoever commits the
offence of infanticide shall be liable to punishment with
imprisonment for a term that may extend to twenty years and shall
also be liable to fine.”

In Public Prosecutor v. Zamihiyah37 the prisoner caused the death
of her only child aged two months by throwing it out of a moving car.
The court found her to be suffering from puerperal psychosis that
persisted for two months after childbirth and was the cause of her act.
She pleaded guilty to a charge under section 309A of the Penal Code.

After August 2010 The Cabinet ordered the police to investigate
cases of abandoned babies in the case of attempted murder (section
307 of the Penal Code), or as if with the intent that murder be
sentenced to hang (section 302 of the Penal Code).38

Abandonment of babies whether it causes death or not is a serious
crime endangering the life of infants. A mere law reforms would not
be sufficient in order to combat or reduce the act from happening.

Meanwhile, punitive aspect of the law proves to be a failure in
preventing baby abandonment in Malaysia as the case increases year
by year. This might also reflect that more stringent and severe penalty
should be imposed on the offender, so that it can be a lesson to others
not to commit the same. Other measures like social and religious
reforms are also necessary in order to assist in reducing abandoning
babies phenomenon. Youngsters who might involve in illicit
relationship that lead to the birth of unwanted babies must be morally
and religiously educated. This requires cooperation from all group
of people, society, governmental and non Governmental as well as
religious Departments.
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